How to get started with the service Global Cash Pool/KoncernValutaKonto (GCP/KVK):

- Log in to Corporate Netbank. Go to module Other Services and click on the link Global Cash Pool/KVK. If you don’t have access please contact your Corporate Netbank Administrator.

  NOTE! The service requires the application Java. Please visit Nordea.com and the GCP/KVK section regarding instructions.

- To get to know the service, we recommend you to view our introduction video. It will give you basic knowledge and walkthrough of terms and reports. It is available under Online Training on Nordea.com.

- Depending on what functionality you need to learn, view the additional detailed videos in the library, covering the most common functionalities of GCP/KVK. A recommendation is to view all videos to get a good insight in the service.

- For detailed instructions there is a help function available in GCP/KVK Web. Providing guidance for each function/tab in the service. It is available in the menu under Help and Contents.

General information
For general information about the service and Nordea Cash Pooling visit Nordea.com

Contact Information
For personal service you can contact us weekdays 8-17, we will support you in the GCP/KVK service.

Tel: +46771 77 69 91 choice 3 E-mail: gcpsupport@nordea.com
E-mail: kvksupport@nordea.com